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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a skeletal rigid skinning approach. First, we describe a skeleton extraction technique that produces
refined skeletons appropriate for animation from decomposed character models. Then, to avoid the artifacts generated in
previous skinning approaches and the associated high training costs, we develop an efficient and robust rigid skinning
technique that applies blending patches around joints. To achieve real time animation, we have adapted all steps of our rigid
skinning algorithm so that they are performed efficiently on the GPU. Finally, we present an evaluation of our methods
against four criteria: efficiency, quality, scope, and robustness. Copyright © 2010 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rapid realistic animation of articulated characters is a key
issue in video games, crowd simulations, computer gen-
erated imagery films, and other applications of 3D com-
puter graphics [1,2]. To achieve natural animation of articu-
lated characters, we seek intuitive mesh deformations, often
called in this context skinning techniques, that improve vi-
sual fidelity, computational efficiency and robustness of the
character animation process. Skeletal animation, due to its
versatility and ease of use, is one of the most popular anima-
tion techniques. Hence, in this paper we focus on skinning
techniques for skeletal animation of articulated objects.

In skeletal animation, a kinematic model of the charac-
ter is provided that consists of a highly detailed 3D surface
representing the character’s skin, and an underlying skele-
ton which is a hierarchical tree structure of joints connected
with rigid links (bones). A skeleton usually has a much
simpler structure than the original object that simplifies the
skinning process by avoiding the tedious task of animat-
ing each vertex independently. The process of extracting a
skeleton is called skeletonization.

There are several approaches to obtaining a representa-
tion appropriate for skeletal animation:

� An expert provides a skeleton and a mesh for the object.
Then, we compute a decomposition based on the skele-
ton, so that the decomposition is compatible with the
skeleton (e.g., Reference [3]). Subsequently, a skeleton
refinement technique can optionally be used to adapt

the skeleton for use with a rigid skinning method. This
process is compatible with our method and can also be
applied to data collected by motion capture systems.

� The user provides a mesh and a decomposition is either
provided by an expert or is extracted automatically
based on the morphology of the overall mesh (e.g.,
Reference [4]). Then we compute a skeleton that is
compatible with this decomposition.

� Finally, if the approach being used does not require
mesh segmentation, a skeleton is provided which is
then embedded in the model and adapted accordingly
(e.g., Reference [5]).

A skeleton acts as a special type of deformer transferring
its motion to the skin by assigning to each skin vertex one
(rigid skinning) or more (smooth skinning) bones as guides.
In the former case, a skin vertex is fixed in the local coordi-
nate system of the corresponding bone following whatever
motion this bone is subjected to. This technique suffers from
inherent flaws caused by elongations and inter-penetrations,
especially in areas around joints. In the latter case, Linear
Blend Skinning (LBS) is often used (also known as skeleton
subspace deformation (SSD), vertex blending or envelop-
ing), in which each skin vertex is assigned multiple influ-
ences in the form of blending weights that associate each
such vertex with a number of bones. This scheme provides
more detailed control over the results. The deformed vertex
position is computed as a convex combination of the rigidly
transformed influencing bones. The generated meshes
exhibit volume loss as joints are rotated to extreme angles
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Figure 1. (left)“Collapsing elbow” and (right) “candy-wrapper”
defects [6].

producing non-natural deformations, such as the collapsing
joint and the candy wrapper defects (Figure 1). Despite of
these shortcomings, variations of this method are widely
used in real time computer graphics applications because
they are simple and easy to implement on GPUs.

Vertex weight tuning tends to be a tedious and cumber-
some task when applied on a single mesh. Existing 3D
modeling applications expose the task to artists in the form
of weight painting operations whereby the artists paint the
weights for each bone with a virtual airbrush. Example-
based approaches have been proposed to infer the character
articulation from a training set of example poses. Some re-
cent methods [7--9] automatically extract skinning weights
from the deformed meshes over a set of reference poses or
mesh animation frames. However, example-based fitting is
a complicated iterative process due to the implicit depen-
dencies of the deformed vertex positions. Researchers have
identified as other potential drawbacks of these schemes the
need for multiple example meshes and the complexity of
avoiding over-fitting caused by under-determined weights
[10].

For the purposes of seamless character animation, we
aim at building a system that eliminates the skin attachment
(weight fitting) process and overcomes LBS shortcomings
by producing a high quality overall mesh. To this end, we
present a method to eliminate self-intersection flaws by per-
forming alternative intuitive deformations in four steps:

(i) Remove skin vertices of the overlapping compo-
nents.

(ii) Add new vertices in this area to fill in the generated
gap by approximately preserving local volume.

(iii) Construct a blending mesh that produces a smooth
skin surface by using a robust triangulation method.

(iv) Compute and adjust surface normal vectors.

Figure 2 illustrates this process.
We have designed and evaluated our framework against

four criteria: scope, quality, performance, and robustness
for the proposed skeletonization and skinning algorithms.
In a nutshell, our work makes the following technical
contributions:

� We explore a skeletonization strategy that uses a dy-
namic programming algorithm to extract high-quality
skeletal morphs using kernel centroids and principal
axes of the character components.

� We introduce new approximate refinement methods to
improve the produced skeleton morphs using local and
global criteria.

� Our skeletonization method is independent of the char-
acter’s component size, has no convexity requirements
and is invariant under distortion and deformation of the

Figure 2. Robust rigid skinning. From top left to bottom right: the initial model; rotating the lower part; removing points; adding points;
constructing a robust blending patch between the two components and adjusting normal vectors.
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input model which makes it applicable to several re-
search areas such as character animation, shape recog-
nition and collision detection.

� We present an advanced real time rigid skinning
method that overcomes LBS artifacts by working on
the overall mesh. We introduce novel blending patch
construction techniques that preserve the initial vol-
ume and ensure mesh robustness.

� All the skinning and animation steps have been im-
plemented on the GPU. This realization achieves
considerable parallelization and hence real-time
performance.

A preliminary short version of the main skeleton refinement
process and the blending patch construction technique was
presented in Reference [11].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 provides a survey of related work while Section 3 gives
a brief overview of background definitions and tools. Sec-
tions 4 and 5 describe the skeleton extraction and refinement
techniques developed for the purposes of character anima-
tion. The core rigid-skinning method along with its GPU
implementation is introduced in Section 6. Section 7 pro-
vides an analytical and experimental evaluation of several
quantitative and qualitative characteristics of our methods.
Finally, Section 8 offers conclusions.

2. RELATED WORK

An abundance of research work in the literature tackles the
skeleton extraction and skinning of 3D objects from dif-
ferent perspectives. We focus on recent developments most
closely related to character animation.

2.1. Skeletonization

Skeletonization algorithms are roughly classified based on
whether they process the boundary surface (surface meth-
ods) or the inner volume (volumetric methods).

Surface Methods: Medial Axis Transform (MAT) is a
popular topological skeletal representation technique which
consists of a set of curves which roughly run along the mid-
dle of the object surface. MAT-based representations suffer
from perturbation and noise dependence, high computation
cost and shape complexity in 3D. Researchers have pro-
posed approximate MAT to overcome some of the above
inefficiencies, however MAT-based skeletons are still not
well fitted for character animation. Reeb graphs are a fun-
damental 1D data structure for representing the configura-
tion of critical points and their relationships in an attempt to
capture the intrinsic topological shape of the object [12,13].
However, a re-meshing technique [14] is usually required
to generate accurate skeletons.

Volumetric Methods: Several methods generate skeletons
by constructing discrete field functions by means of the ob-
ject volume [15--17]. Such accurate methods are usually
very time consuming and they cannot be applied to anima-

tion since the volumetric information needed is not usually
part of the animation model.

Other Methods: Other methods have introduced alterna-
tive approaches to achieving more accurate and efficient
skeletonization [8]. presents a method for extracting a hi-
erarchical, rigid skeleton from a set of example poses [18].
proposes an iterative approach that simultaneously gener-
ates hierarchical shape decomposition and a correspond-
ing set of multi-resolution skeletons. We have adapted the
technique presented in Reference [18], that was initially tar-
geted to reverse engineering, for the purposes of character
animation.

2.2. Skinning

We focus on skeleton-driven skinning introduced by Ref-
erence [19]. LBS is the most widely used technique for
real-time animation in spite of its limitations [20] due to
its computational efficiency and straightforward GPU im-
plementation [21]. LBS determines the new vertex position
by linearly combining the results of the vertex transformed
rigidly with each influence bone. An efficient LBS imple-
mentation using a vertex shader program is proposed in
Reference [22].

Recent skinning algorithms can be classified based on
whether they use a single input mesh (Geometric methods)
or a training set of poses (Example-based methods). Our
rigid skinning approach falls under the geometric class of
algorithms introducing a novel versatile, robust, and effi-
cient blending approach based on rational quadratic Bezier
patches.

Geometric methods revert to nonlinear blending of rigid
transformations since deformation is inherently spheri-
cal. Numerous proposed methods have replaced the lin-
ear blending domain with simple quaternions [23], log-
matrix blending [24], spherical blending (SBS) [25] and
dual quaternions (DQS) [26]. SBS and DQS have been im-
plemented on the GPU achieving performance comparable
to LBS [27,26].

Example-based methods remove artifacts by correct-
ing LBS errors by paying the price of increased space
and time requirements. Initial approaches combined LBS
with interpolation examples using radial basis functions
[6,28]. EigenSkin [29] used principal component analysis
(PCA) for approximating the original deformation model
based on GPU vertex programming. Multi-Weight Envelop-
ing (MWE) [30] and Animation Space [31] are similar
methods that introduce more weights per influence bone
to provide more precise approximations and additional
flexibility. Animation Space consistently performs better
than LBS and MWE while MWE also suffers from over-
fitting [10]. In addition, Reference [32] introduced extra
bones to capture richer deformations than the standard LBS
model. Kavan et al. [33] proposed an algorithm which
can be seen as a generalization of Reference [32], allow-
ing to add an arbitrary number of virtual bones and blend
them using a general transformation blending technique.
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Reference [34] introduced a method for automati-
cally constructing skinning approximations of arbitrary
precomputed animations, such as those of cloth or elastic
materials. Finally, Reference [35] employs efficient dual-
quaternion transformation blending to achieve real time
viewpoint adaptable animation.

Physics Inspired Methods: Physics inspired methods sim-
ulate realistic skin motion with high degree of realism (see
e.g., Reference [36]) or add secondary deformations en-
riching skeleton driven animations [9], by paying the price
of increasing considerably the computational complexity.
Reference [37] addresses the problem of adding simplified
dynamic effects to a skinned character without trying to cor-
rect the flaws of classic skinning. Dyrt [38] uses a heavy pre-
computation phase employing modal analysis of dynamic
elastic methods using finite elements.

3. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce the notation and terminology
to be used in the subsequent sections. Let CH(C) be the
convex hull of a component C that consists of n triangles:
Tk = {(pk, qk, rk), k = 0, 1, . . . , n}. Then, the area and the
centroid of the kth triangle are given respectively by ak =
1
2 |(qk − pk) × (rk − pk)| and mk = 1

3 (pk + qk + rk).

3.1. Joint Boundary

Joint boundaries are created when a component is split
into sub-components during mesh segmentation. We de-
fine as joint boundary the common (joining) points of
two adjacent components (Figure 3). Let BC(C) be the
set of the joint boundary centroids bci of a component C,
BC(C) = {bc1, . . . , bcn}, where n is the number of joint
boundaries of C.

3.2. Kernel Centroid

The kernel of a component is the locus of its internal points
from which all vertices are visible. Each facet of the com-
ponent defines an interior half-space where half-space is
either of two parts into which a plane partitions the 3D
space. The kernel is the intersection of all such inner half-
spaces. The simple centroid computation of a kernel may
return non-intuitive results when applied to non-uniformly
distributed points. Instead, we evaluate the kernel centroid

Figure 3. The generated joint boundary centroids between P1
and the adjacent components P2 and P3.

as the weighted average of the triangle centroids weighted
by their area (note that the kernel is a convex set). We de-
note the centroid of a convex hull by mCH and is given

by mCH =
∑

akmk∑
ak

. Efficient algorithms for computing the

convex hull of a point set and the intersection of a set of
half-spaces are publicly available. In this work, we have
used the qhull implementation [39].

3.3. Principal Axis

The principal directions are three mutually perpendicular
axes of a rigid body and may be used to find an approxima-
tion of the object’s minimal bounding box axes. To derive
principal directions, we use Principal Component Analy-
sis in a covariance matrix computed across all the faces of
the primitives instead of using only the vertices [40]. The
principal axis is the eigenvector of the covariance matrix
which corresponds to the largest eigenvalue. The other two
principal directions correspond to the two eigenvalues with
the second and third largest values. The covariance matrix
for the aforementioned case is given by

Cij =
∑n

k=0 ak(9mkimkj + Tki · Tkj)

12
∑

ak

− mCHimCHj (1)

4. SKELETON EXTRACTION

We have built on techniques introduced by Reference [18]
that produce refined local skeletal morphs from the compo-
nents of modular models. We have adapted these techniques
for the purposes of our application and we have introduced
appropriate refinements of the derived skeletons. The global
skeleton of the character is then reconstructed by connect-
ing the refined skeleton segments.

4.1. Previous Approaches to Skeleton
Extraction

A common approach to building the skeleton of a compo-
nent is to connect the joint boundary centroids. This tech-
nique is often called the boundary method. Note that for
the root component, the skeleton is derived by connecting
the component centroid with the joint boundary centroids.
Although the method is very efficient it may generate un-
acceptable skeletons even for simple non-convex objects.
Its major drawback is that it may produce skeletal segments
that intersect arbitrarily the component boundary.

An improvement over the boundary method is to build
local skeleton segments by connecting joint boundary cen-
troids to the center of mass of the component [18]. Some-
times, however, the centroid may lie outside the compo-
nent boundary producing erroneous skeletons. To overcome
this shortcoming, we propose to use the centroid of its ker-
nel for star-shaped components (polyhedra with non-empty
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kernel), where the kernel is computed as described Section
’Preliminaries’.

For non-star-shaped components the center of mass is
used instead. This approach is efficient and addresses some
of the flaws that occur in the boundary method. How-
ever, quite often it does not capture the component shape
accurately.

In Reference [18], the authors proposed to overcome fail-
ures of previous methods by extracting a skeleton from a
component by connecting the joint boundary centroids to a
principal axis segment. To achieve this, the principal axis
is segmented in line segments of equal length by defin-
ing a number of equidistant link points on the axis. This
method maps the joint boundary centroids on the principal
axis by minimizing the total interconnection length and the
number of link points used. This is reduced to an optimiza-
tion matching problem. The final skeleton of the component
contains line segments that connect joint boundary cen-
troids to link points and line segments that interconnect link
points.

4.2. Optimized Skeleton Extraction

Our approach improves previous skeleton extraction tech-
niques for use in character animation. To ensure that skele-
ton segments have the least possible intersection with the
component border, we use as major axis an axis parallel
to the principal axis that goes through the kernel centroid
of the component. In addition, we select the principal axis
segment of the convex hull that resides within the interior of
the component instead of the one that lies within the convex
hull. We denote this major axis segment as pa.

Moreover, the method outlined in Reference [18] de-
pends on a scalar that defines the minimum skeleton linkage
length, making it not versatile. Since the cardinality of the
link points varies from 1 to |BC(C)|, we propose to sub-
divide pa in a number of uneven segments by picking as
link points the projections of the joint boundary centroids
on pa. Let Ppa(bci) be the projection of a joint boundary
centroid bci on pa. If this projection lies outside pa then
we use instead the end point of pa that lies closer to the
projection. Then, we sort the joint boundary centroids ac-
cording to their closest projection points by observing that
two centroids are likely to be grouped when their projected
points are close enough (see Figure 4).

Our matching algorithm uses a dynamic programming
concept, based on novel score functions which aim at min-
imizing the total interconnection length and the number of
link points used and maximizing the length of the utilized
pa (Section ’Grouping Algorithm’).

After grouping has been performed, we create the set of
skeleton segments. Beyond the standard connections be-
tween the joint boundary centroids and the link points and
line segments that interconnect link points, we use extra
skeleton segments based on the mapping result (Section
’Connecting Algorithm’). Finally, we propose to add four
more joints which represent the two ends of the other prin-

cipal direction segments hence augmenting the topological
information captured by the skeletal representation.

The principal axis algorithm is more expensive to com-
pute than the previous approaches (see also corresponding
section) due to the principal axis and kernel centroid com-
putations but derives better quality skeletons by capturing
the topology of the character shape more effectively.

4.2.1. Grouping Algorithm.

In this step, our goal is to group the sorted joint boundary
centroids so as to minimize the total mapping length and
the cardinality of the set of link points (score function Fbc),
while at the same time maximize the length of the used prin-
cipal axis (score function Fgr). First, each group contains
only one joint boundary centroid.

The main concept behind the score function for grouping
a joint boundary centroid set, bcij = 〈bci, . . . , bcj〉, is that it
should be monotone on the distance among joint boundary
centroids.

First, we compute their link point on the principal axis,
named Lpa(bcij), as the mean of their projections. By doing
so, the sum of their distances from the principal axis is
minimized,

Lpa(bcij) =
∑j

k=i
Ppa(bck)

|bcij| (2)

Let d(p1,p2) be the Euclidean distance between point p1
and point p2. Then ∀ bck ∈ bcij , we measure their inter-
connection cost with respect to this grouping. We denote
this as normalized variation of the joint boundary centroid
and is the distance variation of the joint boundary centroid
from the corresponding link point on the principal axis over
the maximum such variation. Both quantities are computed
with respect to the minimum distance (i.e., the distance of
the joint boundary centroid from the principal axis).

V (bck) = d(bck, Lpa(bcij)) − dmin(bck)

dmax(bck) − dmin(bck)
, (3)

dmin(bck) = d(bck, Ppa(bck)), (4)

dmax(bck) = max
1≤l≤|BC|

{d(bck, bcl)} (5)

So, the total interconnection length cost among the joint
boundary centroids and the principal axis is computed as
the average of their normalized variations,

V (bcij) =
∑j

k=i
V (bck)

|bcij| (6)

Moreover, we compute the ratio of the principal axis
length that vanishes after merging these joint boundary
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Figure 4. Skeleton extraction by the principal axis method.

centroids over the length of the maximal principal axis seg-
ment that can be constructed:

palost(bcij) = d(Ppa(bci), Ppa(bcj))

d(Ppa(bc1), Ppa(bc|BC|)
(7)

Sometimes, the value of the maximum constructible prin-
cipal axis length is very small as compared to the actual
length of pa. In that particular case, the value of the lost
skeleton score will be very large, which is undesirable since
the best solution is to group joint boundary centroids to one
link point. Hence, we set the maximum constructible prin-
cipal axis length to c|pa|, where c is an experimentally
determined constant in [0.1, 0.2].

Definition 1. The normalized merging score function Fbc

for a joint boundary centroid setbcij is defined as the average
of the normalized variation and the ratio of length of the
principal axis that vanishes,

Fbc(bcij) = V (bcij) + palost(bcij)

2
(8)

The main idea of the score function for not merg-
ing two sequential groups Gx = 〈bcx

i , . . . , bcx
l 〉 and Gy =

〈bc
y

l+1, . . . , bc
y

j 〉, is that as the distance between these
groups becomes very small the corresponding score func-
tion value increases.

The total mapping length cost between the joint boundary
centroids of these groups and the principal axis is computed

again as the average of their normalized variations which
have been computed in previous steps (dynamic program-
ming),

V (Gx, Gy) = V (bcil) + V (bcl+1j) (9)

Moreover, we define a factor that expresses how these two
groups participate quantitatively to the skeleton construc-
tion. This factor equals the normalized length of the princi-
pal axis which is generated between these groups which is
the distance from the last projection point of the first group
to the first projection point of the second group divided by
the length of the maximum principal axis segment that can
be constructed,

gRpa = d(Ppa(bcx
l ), Ppa(bc

y

l+1))

d(Ppa(bc1), Ppa(bc|BC|)
(10)

Definition 2. The normalized separating score function
Fgr for two groups is defined as the average of the sums of
their total distance cost plus the complement of the normal-
ized utilized principal axis,

Fgr(Gx, Gy) = V (Gx, Gy) + (1 − gRpa)

3
(11)

Figure 5 illustrates a grouping example of a component
with three joint boundary centroids. Moreover, it describes
the sequence of grouping steps over time. Specifically, at

Figure 5. (a) An example of grouping with three joint boundary centroids and (b) the corresponding comparison-decision steps.
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Figure 6. The refined skeletons obtained by the connecting algorithm by (a) case 1(ii) and (b) case 2(i) that both capture more information
about the shape of the components.

the initialization step each group contains only one joint
boundary centroid. At the next step, we compute the sub-
grouping result that consists of two joint boundary centroids
by comparing the values Fbc and Fgr of the joint boundary
centroid sets bc12 and bc23 and by storing the ones that pre-
vail. Winner groups are highlighted in light blue. Finally,
we compute the final grouping result of the example com-
ponent using the same strategy. Note that the solution for
small sub-problems is combined to derive the solution for
larger sub-problems.

By G[i, j] we denote the optimal solution for grouping
the bcij subset.

4.2.2. Connecting Algorithm.

The final skeleton of the component contains line seg-
ments that connect joint boundary centroids to link points
and line segments that interconnect link points. The joint
boundary centroid grouping often generates skeletons that
do not capture important topological information. There-
fore, the connection algorithm works according to the fol-
lowing cases:

(1) If all joint boundary centroids are grouped to one link
point and this point is closer to
(i) the centroid of pa rather than to one of the end

points, then we connect it to both end points of
pa;

(ii) the one of the end points of pa rather than to
the centroid, then we connect it to the other end
point of pa.

(2) If all joint boundary centroids are connected to more
than one link point and these are closer to
(i) the centroid of pa, then we connect the first and

the last link points to both end points of pa;
(ii) one of the end points of pa, then we connect the

first or the last link point to the other end point
of pa’s.

Figure 6 shows the resulting skeletons of two components
using this technique.

5. SKELETON REFINEMENT

In this section, we introduce a process that improves the
alignment through small corrective adjustments. Our ap-
proach adjusts the principal directions using two individual
processes; the first uses local characteristics while the sec-
ond uses inherited hierarchical information, i.e., knowledge
derived from the ancestors. Figure 7 illustrates the qualita-
tive improvement of the oriented bounding boxes over the
original principal axis algorithm result.

5.1. Local Refinement

To achieve nearly optimal and visually satisfactory orien-
tation results, we approximately align principal directions
through slight modifications using qualitative features. We
select these features to be the skeleton segments extracted

Figure 7. Oriented bounding boxes of the “Human” model components: (left) original configuration and (right) after alignment.
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Figure 8. This example illustrates the result of a local refinement operation on a component with one joint boundary centroid: (left)
the initial principal axes orientation and (right) the produced skeleton after local alignment.

by the centroid method. These are the vectors defined by
connecting the kernel centroid to the joint boundary cen-
troids. The proposed algorithm performs weighted vector
alignment for each joint boundary centroid so that each ad-
justment will not undo the benefits acquired during previous
improvements (Figure 8).

If the component has more than one joint boundary cen-
troid, we align with regards to the closest principal direction
by angle = αw, where α is the angle between the given vec-
tor and its closest axis and weight w = 1

|BC|+1 except from
the joint boundary centroid which lies at the root. Consid-
ering that this has more importance to the overall refine-
ment, we weight it by 2w, such that

∑|BC|
i=1 wi = 1. Closest

is the principal direction that forms the minimal angle with
the given vector. When the component has only one joint
boundary centroid, we simply match its corresponding vec-
tor with its closest principal direction. If the closest principal
direction is different from the principal axis then the former
will be the selected as the principal axis. The upper bound
for the rotation angle is a user determined parameter and
in practice is set in the range 5 − 20◦ interactively. Modifi-
cations that require rotations beyond this upper bound are
rejected.

Figure 9. Comparison of the extracted skeletons (left) before and
(right) after applying the hierarchical refinement algorithm.

5.2. Hierarchical Refinement

We extend the local refinement process by performing op-
timal fitting of the local principal directions of neighbor
components to achieve skeletal uniformity.

The algorithm starts from the children of the root node of
the skeleton tree performing the same process to their chil-
dren and so on, until it reaches the tree leaves. An inherent
drawback of this method is the dependence of the result
on the selection of the root component. For each compo-
nent, the Hierarchical Refinement process first aligns with
regards to the parent principal direction which is closest to
the child principal axis. Subsequently, from the rest of the
child and parent principal directions we detect those that
are closest and align them accordingly (Figure 9). Note that
fitting two principal directions from different components,
results in rotating the other principal directions too.

6. RIGID SKINNING WITH
BLENDING PATCHES

With Rigid Skinning every motion is transferred to the char-
acter surface by assigning to each skin vertex one bone as
a driver. The skin vertex is pinned to the local coordinate
system of the corresponding joint, which is the one derived
during the skeletonization process. By using homogeneous
coordinates, a joint transformation is represented through
a 4 × 4 matrix W . The vertex then repeats whatever mo-
tion the corresponding bone experiences, and its position
in world coordinates is determined by forward kinemat-
ics, i.e it is transformed by the joint matrix W : v′ = Wv.
This will give the skin vertex position when moving rigidly
with the bone. Similarly, the normal of each skin vertex is
transformed by rotating it with the upper 3 × 3 rotation ma-
trix R of W : n′ = Rn. Although simple and efficient, rigid
skinning often produces non-smooth skin deformations in
areas around joints. This has led to the emergence of more
specialized techniques that improve the undesirable rough
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skinning results. We have developed a technique to address
these major flaws. This technique is carried out in four steps:

(1) Remove skin vertices of overlapping components.
(2) Add new vertices in this area to fill the gap.
(3) Construct a blending mesh that produces a smooth

skin surface by using a robust triangulation method
around the new vertices area.

(4) Compute and adjust the normal vectors of the patch
faces.

6.1. Removing Vertices

First, we detect which vertices from each of the collided
components are located inside each other. A fast approxi-
mate test is to use the oriented bounding box (OBB) since
accurate methods require a lot of computational resources.
A point is inside an OBB if all six plane-point tests have
the same sign. We further improve the testing process ac-
curacy by making one extra plane-point test. Each point is
tested against the plane which fits best to the joint boundary
points of the components. We denote this as joint boundary
plane (see Figure 10). The use of the joint boundary plane
decreases significantly the number of removed points by
10–50% (see Table 1).

The algorithm starts from the joint boundary points to
perform as few tests as possible since they have the highest
probability to lie inside the other component’s OBB and
goes through their 1-ring of neighbors until it reaches points
which lie in the outer side of the OBB. Two points are 1-ring
neighbors if they belong to the same triangle.

Figure 10. An example that illustrates the point classification
for component 2 after removing points using the joint boundary

plane.

The refined and aligned OBBs derived during the skele-
tonization process provide reduced overlapping between the
moving adjacent components.

6.2. Adding Vertices

To facilitate the description of the blending mesh we define
as:

Definition 3. We define as

� Opening is the set of joint boundary points of the com-
ponent that have not been removed (see Figure 10).

Table 1. Reducing the number of removed points by introducing the joint boundary plane test.
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� Middle is the point set that we obtain if we subtract
the Opening set from the joint boundary point set (see
Figure 10).

� Replaced is the point subset of the component that cor-
responds to the new boundary points that appear after
applying the Removing Vertices process. (see Figure
10).

� In-Between is the point set which consists of the aver-
age of the initial and final positions of the joint bound-
ary points of the component that have been removed,
which we denote by Bs

i and B
f

i , respectively (see Figure
11).

� Extra is the point set that consists of all 1-ring neigh-
bors of the points that belong to the Opening ∪
Replaced set (see Figure 10).

We present two blending techniques; the first one is called
front blending patch construction and patches only the
Opening set and the second is called rear blending patch
construction and patches the Replaced and In-Between
point sets.

6.2.1. Front Blending Patch

Construction—FBPC.

The observation enabling this mechanism is that the ro-
tation of a component around a joint results in movement
of every point Oj ∈ Opening on a circular arc centered on
the joint point. The task is to find new points by interpolat-
ing from the point position (Os

j = qsOjq
−1
s ) before quater-

nion rotation qs to the point position (Of

j = qf Ojq
−1
f ) after

quaternion rotation qf (see Figure 11).
We have used fast linear interpolation of quaternions

(QLERP) since the interpolation along the shortest segment

hardly causes any observable skin defect [25]. QLERP is
computed as

q(t; qs, qf ) = q′

‖ q′ ‖ , q′ = (1 − t)qs + tqf (12)

where the values assigned to t determine the interpolation
step and depend on the proper distance which is enforced
between consecutive constructed points. We compute this as
the average of the median edge distances of the two compo-
nents. To avoid square root operations (involved in quater-
nion normalization), we convert q′ to a homogeneous rota-
tion matrix Q′ and then normalize subsequently by dividing
with q′q′ to obtain Q. To translate the center of rotation from
the joint position (J) to the origin, we use the following ho-
mogeneous matrix:

T =
[

I −�J
�0T 1

]
(13)

where I is a 3 × 3 identity matrix. Finally, new points are
acquired using

v′ = TQOs
jT

−1 (14)

6.2.2. Rear Blending Patch

Construction—RBPC.

We have to fill in the gap in the area where we have
removed points from both components. It is central to
establish a correspondence between a pair of Replaced
points from each component and then fill in the in between
gap.

A grouping algorithm is used to create triplets from
each InBi ∈ In-Between and one point from each of the
child and parent Replaced sets (RC

j , RP
k selected points,

Figure 11. Blending patch construction processes.
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respectively). We seek triplets with the following prop-
erty: the plane defined by the three points, and has the
minimum dihedral angle with the plane defined by the
joint position and the kernel centroids of the participating
components (plane PL). To reduce the computational bur-
den of brute-force search for finding the best fitting triplet
(≈ O(n3), where n = max{|InB|, |RC|, |RP |}), we reorder
the search space by sorting the three point sets with re-
spect to the distance from plane PL. Then, we search for
the best triplet which contains InBi by traversing the child
and parent Replaced sets (RC, RP ) from the yC

i and yP
i

start positions and continue for a limited number of steps
(lSC and lSP , respectively). Evidently, yC

0 and yP
0 values

are initialized to zero. At the ith step of the iterative al-
gorithm, yC

i and yP
i are evaluated as the next position of

the selected candidates (j, k) of RC, RP sets of the previous
step.

If we construct the patch with interpolated points derived
by a circle equation, artifacts will arise due to the G1 dis-
continuities at the end points of the two components. To
avoid these, we construct blending arcs given the triplet
vertices as control points using a Rational Bezier represen-
tation: Let PC and PP be the two end points of the conic
arc, let �vC = (vC

x , vC
y ) and �vP = (vP

x , vP
y ) be the tangent vec-

tors that we wish to enforce at the end points and let PI

be the third in between point we wish to interpolate. Fur-
thermore, let U = (vC

x M2 − vP
x M1, v

C
y M2 − uP

y M1), where
M1 = PC

x vC
y − PC

y vC
x and M2 = PP

y vP
y − PP

x vP
x .

Then the rational quadratic Bezier curve segment has the
form [41]:

c(t) = (1 − t)2PC + 2t(1 − t)W + t2PP

(1 − t)2 + 2wt(1 − t) + t2
(15)

where

W = Area(PC, PI, PP )U

R
, w = Area(PC, PI, PP )( �vC × �vP )

R

R =
√

d(PP, �vC, PC)d(PI, �vC, PC)d(PC, �vP , PP )d(PI, �vP , PP )

d(S, �r, R) = (Sy − Ry)rx − (Sx − Rx)ry

Area(C, P, D) : The signed area of the triangle ĈPD

To prevent the generated meshes from exhibiting volume
loss and from decreasing mesh smoothness as joints rotate
to extreme angles we are using the alternative InB point sets
and tangent vectors. To illustrate this we use the following
notation:

� Ip is the intersection of T C and T P vectors.
� Vm is the average of InBi and Ip points.
� Vk is the terminal point of the negative vector going

from InBi to Vm.
� T C

InB, T P
InB are the vectors going from RC

j , RP
k to InBi,

respectively.
� T C

Vm
, T P

Vm
are the vectors going from RC

j , RP
k to Vm,

respectively.

To this end, we present and evaluate four alternatives for
replacing the InBi points and the associated tangent vec-
tors (see Figures 11 and 12). These four options evaluated
in Section ’Evaluation Results’ in terms of quality and ro-
bustness.

(1) Vm with T C
InB, T P

InB, and the resulting gap filling pro-
cess is called Mean Point Interpolation.

(2) Ip with T C
InB, T P

InB, and the resulting process is called
Intersection Point Interpolation.

Figure 12. Rear blending patch construction process alternatives and notation.
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(3) Ip with T C
Vm

, T P
Vm

, and the resulting process is called
Reduced Volume Intersection Point Interpolation.

(4) InB with T C
Vk

, T P
Vk

, and the resulting process is called
In-Between Point Interpolation.

Finally, we ensure that the constructed points are uniformly
sampled by adjusting the interpolation step. In the special
case of twisting, adding vertices process is not necessary
since the articulation remains constant, so we omit this step.

6.3. Blending Mesh

The points derived through the two blending processes con-
stitute the blending 3D point cloud which will be trian-
gulated to form the blending patch between the two com-
ponents. To ensure the robustness of the whole mesh, we
expand the blending point cloud to include the 1-ring neigh-
bors of the component’s Replaced points (part of the Extra
point set). In the CPU version of this work, we have used the
Tight Cocone [42] algorithm to build water-tight surfaces
around the newly inserted points. Since we need only two
parts of the generated spheroid to patch the holes, we must
eliminate a number of unnecessary faces to derive optimal
lighting results. To this end, we adjust the normal vectors
and then we remove the faces that belong exclusively to
either the child or the parent component and whose normal
vector is not nearly parallel with all normal vectors of its
defining points. The evaluation of the patch point normal
vector is achieved by averaging the normals of the output
surface faces that contain this vertex. We adjust the normal
values of the Opening and Replaced points by averaging the
normals of the newly built surface faces and the normals of
the original component faces that share this vertex. In this
process, we take care as to not include component faces
that have been removed. Finally, the normal vectors of ex-
tra inserted points remain unaffected since the above adjust-
ment is not necessary (Figure 13). Finally, the patch texture
coordinates can easily be approximated. Specifically, for
the patch vertices constructed from the FBPC process, we
may similarly interpolate the UV coordinates of the compo-
nent points. On the other hand, texture information may be
missed due to vertex clusters being removed. In this case,
texture coordinates for a point constructed during RBPC
can be approximated by interpolating between the Removed
point from each component which has the minimum dis-
tance from it.

6.4. Porting the Rigid Skinning Algorithm
on the GPU

The performance of the GPU is potentially much faster than
the CPU to handle streaming input data working on large
amounts of data in parallel in conjunction with the reduced
data transfer advantage of the graphics hardware. The pro-
posed rigid skinning algorithm is based on per-vertex com-
putations which is independent for each vertex and so can

Figure 13. The normal vector estimation.

be parallelized on a GPU architecture using five render-
ing stages. By doing so, we achieve real time performance,
while maintaining the quality of our rigid skinning result.

We distinguish between two types of data, varying and
uniform data. Varying data is the streaming input data, while
uniform data is data independent from the input stream that
do not change between stream elements. Further, we have
exploited an advanced usage of the Transform Feedback ex-
tension [43], which stores selected vertex attributes for each
primitive and writes into buffer objects, thus feeding the
data through one shader program to another. Furthermore,
according to recent benchmarks, the use of the transform
feedback is proven to be highly efficient even for simple
transformations on large data sets as compared to standard
GPU data communication schemes [44].

Geometry information from the rest pose is stored into
vertex buffer objects (VBO) to reduce data transfer between
CPU and GPU. Figure 14 illustrates the GPU work flow for
our implementation. The vertex, geometry and fragment
shader programs are written in GLSL. The framework was
developed using OpenGL 2.1 as graphics library under C++.
Unfortunately for porting these complicated graph-based
operation on the GPU we have used extensions that are
currently supported only on NVIDIA GeForce 8800 and
later series.

6.4.1. Removing Vertices.

Vertices VBOs of the overlapping components along with
an array containing the joint boundary point indices and the
corresponding OBBs are transferred to the Remove Points
vertex shader program. If a point is inside the OBB then
we set its w position coordinate to zero, so that the Render
Model geometry shader program will not emit it (Removed
Vertices VBO). Moreover, besides the OBB collision detec-
tion, this shader will also characterize the exported point as
Middle, Opening, or neither of them, by checking whether
it belongs to the joint boundary point array and will sub-
sequently store this information in the Boundary Vertices
VBO. Finally, we construct a texture buffer object (TBO) to
maintain a large global data collection of vertex attributes
that will be accessed afterwards by the Replaced and Extra
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Figure 14. The GPU implementation work flow.

shader programs. This TBO is called Replaced attribute and
stores for each point a 2D vector whose x and y coordinates
determine whether this point is removed and whether it is
an Opening point, respectively.

The Replaced Points shader programs are used to obtain
a TBO which contains the Replaced vertices. The generated
output will be used to extract the Extra point set and to assist
with the construction process. A point is a Replaced point
if it is not removed, is not an Opening point and one of
its neighbors is removed. Similarly, the Extra Points shader
programs (vertex and geometry) are responsible to export a
TBO which contains the Extra vertices which will expand
the blending point cloud. An Extra point is returned if is
not removed, all of its neighbors are not removed and one
of them is either an Opening or a Replaced point.

All the computation process is performed using vertex
shader programming. Only Replaced and Extra points are
emitted by the corresponding geometry shader. For both
Replaced and Extra vertex shader programs, we have used
“unnormalized” integer texture formats [43] looking up the
neighbor indices for each point.

6.4.2. Adding Vertices.

At first, a vertex shader program determines whether the
testing vertex is Opening or Middle point using the Bound-
ary Vertices VBO. If it belongs to the Opening point set then
we generate new points using the equations presented in de-
tail in Section ’Front Blending Patch Construction’. On the
other hand, if it belongs to the Middle point set, we first com-
pute its corresponding In-Between point and then the group-
ing algorithm is carried out to create the best triplet using the
overlapping component information stored in the Replaced
Points TBOs. We use a brute-force search algorithm to com-
pute the best fitting triplet without sorting the three point
sets, since the fitting triplet process employed for the CPU
implementation cannot be parallelized due to its sequential
nature. After this step, a geometry shader is used to produce
points interpolating rational Bezier arcs given the triplet
vertices as control points (Section ’Rear Blending Patch
Construction’). Finally, we copy the Extra Points TBO to
the generated Patch Vertices VBO for the purposes of ex-

panding the blending point cloud to achieve a more robust
overall mesh.

6.4.3. Triangulation.

To triangulate the newly constructed unorganized point
cloud we adapt a GPU interpolating reconstruction algo-
rithm based on local Delaunay triangulation [45]. Triangu-
lation is undertaken locally around each point, so that points
do not depend on each other. Hence, it can be performed
in parallel. We have made the following modifications to
Reference [45] to best suit the purposes of our applica-
tion and to allow faster execution and utilization of current
hardware:

� We do not divide the point cloud into smaller sets or
passes which are independently processed in the GPU,
since the graphics memory of the new GPUs can easily
accommodate all data.

� We have implemented the k-nearest neighbor algo-
rithm in the Create Patch vertex shader program, thus
maximizing parallelism. Normal estimation, rotational
projection, angle computation and radial sorting are
also performed on the same shader.

� We have used the simple bubble sort for finding k-NN
neighbors and radial sorting of the generated neigh-
bors, due to the small number of neighbors per point.

� The geometry shader program computes the valid
Delaunay neighbors and outputs zero or more point
primitives per-vertex. Triangle indices are stored into
emitted point position vectors. Since the generated
primitive stream is in the same order as given in the
input, we can recompute the normal vectors for each
vertex by averaging the normals of neighboring con-
structed facets.

7. EVALUATION RESULTS

The input to our algorithm is a segmented polyhedron
model and its associated hierarchy information. Then, the
character components are set to motion using forward
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Table 2. Number of components, vertices, and triangles of the
models used in the experimental evaluation.

Model Components Vertices Triangles

Cow 16 3825 7646
Horse 17 8964 17 924
Dilo 37 26 214 48 924
Human 31 74 014 140 544

kinematics guided by a key-framing animation controller
by altering joint angles of the embedded skeleton. In the
following experiments we have decomposed characters into
components using the Blender [46] software and animate
them using manually supplied motion data. Table 2 sum-
marizes the characteristics of the solid models used in the
experiments.

The experiments were performed on a MS Windows XP
Professional 64-bit Platform with a 64 bit 2.6 GHz Intel
Core Duo with 3 GB of main memory and a nVidia GeForce
8800 Ultra graphics card. We evaluate our proposed tech-
niques with respect to four criteria: performance, quality,
versatility, and robustness.

7.1. Performance Evaluation

Table 3 gives computation times for extracting skele-
tons from the above models. The largest time corre-
sponds to the principal directions and kernel centroid com-
putations which are performed in

∑k

i=0 O(ni log ni) and∑k

i=0 O(ni log ni) + O(ri log ri) time respectively, for an ar-
ticulated character model with k components where the ith
component has ni vertices and ri kernel points. The refine-
ment times are negligible as compared to the overall per-
formance. In Table 3, we observe that the average overall
skeleton extraction complexity appears to be almost linear
on the number of triangles.

In general, our method generates refined skeletons in less
than half a minute for dense models (Figures 15 and 16).
Thus, if our method is used in conjunction with a fast de-
composition method, it may establish a very efficient over-
all process. In Table 4 we present a comparison of our
implementation with two recent automatic weight fitting
techniques using one [5] or more example poses [8] for
the whole preprocessing step that consists of segmentation,
skeletonization and skin attachment. The model that was

Table 3. Time performance of skeletonization steps measured
in seconds.

Model Kernel centroid Principal axis Total

Cow 1.982 0.868 2.995
Horse 2.086 0.924 3.178
Dilo 4.701 2.022 7.150
Human 10.244 4.649 14.893

used in this experiment consists of 74 k vertices (the human
model). For segmentation we have used the approach pre-
sented in Reference [4]. For skeleton driven decomposition
the results are comparable.

We have compared the performance of the GPU realiza-
tion over our optimal sequential CPU implementation [11]
for rigid skinning animation of a human knee (see Figure 2)
from the initial pose to extreme angles (articulation angle
going from 170 to 40◦ according to Reference [47]). where
the parent and child components consist of 891 and 1000
vertices, respectively. Table 5 illustrates the computation
times for both implementations which shows that using the
GPU we obtain an average speed-up around 10x compared
to the CPU implementation.

The patch construction process can be precomputed and
used in the animation in a way much similar to the weight
adjustment by examples step. This is performed by storing
all the constructed blending patches as triangulated meshes
including vertices, normals and facets for the entire anima-
tion. More specifically, for each elementary joint movement
step we precompute the blending patch. If the number of
steps increases we compute the interpolated blending patch
from the two closest precomputed patches. Then, using the
precomputed blending patches improved significantly th
animation/rendering runtime of our approach that becomes
up to 8% better for large animation configurations with
multiple joints as compared to LBS and up to 20% better
as compared to dual quaternion blending. These results
are summarized by Table 6 using the same rendering
algorithm.

7.2. Quality Evaluation

Figures 7 and 15 illustrate the qualitative superiority of
our refined skeletons and aligned OBBs over the origi-
nal principal axis algorithm. Figure 16 illustrates the sim-
ilarity between the default skeletons generated by Poser
[48] and the skeletons extracted by our method. Note
that the joints in the refined skeletons are highlighted
in red.

To measure the smoothness of the deformed meshes de-
rived from our skinning technique, we define:

Definition 4. Let v be a vertex with an associated set
Va of k adjacent vertices Va = {va

1, . . . , v
a
k}. Then we de-

fine the approximate measure Curv for the curvature of

Figure 15. Refined oriented bounding boxes and skeletons of
the components of the horse model.
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Figure 16. Comparison based on human and dino skeletons (left) derived by applying our refinement process and (right) built manually
by the user/artist.

Table 4. Preprocessing time in seconds as compared to References [5] and [8].

Method Segmentation Skeletonization Skin attachment

Refined principal axis 2.1 14.9 NA
Automatic character rigging[5] NA 80 5
Example-based rigging[8] 30 0.02 24

Table 5. Comparison of GPU vs CPU implementation.
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Table 6. Average FPS for several different animations of our method as compared to LBS and Dual Quaternion Blending (all on the
GPU).

Models Moving limb pairs Realtime patch construction Precomputed patches LBS DQS [26]

Cow 6 25 430 425 422
Horse 6 21 385 370 348
Dilo 6 16 270 253 225
Human 4 10 145 135 119

v as the maximum of the angles between the normal vec-
tor of v (N(v)) with the normal vectors of the vertices of
Va (N(va

i )),

Curv(v) = max
1≤i≤k

{arccos(N(v) · N(va
i ))} (16)

Then, the total curvature of a bone component can be de-
fined as the median curvature over all vertices connected to
this bone. Lower curvature means smoother meshes. More
detailed segment representations yield lower curvature val-
ues.

A graph of the curvature variation of the components in-
volved in the human knee joint movement is illustrated in
Table 7. From this figure we deduce that the total deformed
skin smoothness of the participating components exhibits
negligible variation from the smoothness of the reference
posture during large articulations. Moreover, curvature re-
sults of the patch component are increased since the change
in the curvature of the blending patch increases as the joint
is imposed to large angle movement.

In addition, despite the fact that exact volume preser-
vation of the surrounding skinned mesh was not among

our primary goals, our method exhibits a very good be-
havior in terms of preserving the original volume. Table 8
illustrates the volume variation percentage computed as:
100 · |volt−volr |

volr
, where volr is the volume of the two compo-

nents at the reference posture and volt is the volume of the
two patched components at the t animation frame. The de-
formed poses retain the same volume as the reference pose
within a small deviation below 1% for usual angles and up
to 4.5% (below 3% for the best method) for extreme angles.

Overall, the Reduced Volume Intersection Point Interpo-
lation exhibits very good results in extreme angles and over-
all good results in terms of both volume preservation and
curvature variation. The In-Between Point Interpolation ex-
hibits the best volume preservation for small angles, while
the Mean Point Interpolation exhibits better smoothness for
smaller angles.

7.3. Versatility and Robustness Evaluation

We create animations by re-targeting hand-made BVH mo-
tion sequences [49] to the skeletons extracted from the orig-
inal meshes. This format describes each motion frame as a

Table 7. Skin curvature variation (% percentage with regards to the reference posture) during articulation: (top) for the blending patch
and (bottom) for the two involved components.
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Figure 17. Avoidance of the typical LBS “candy-wrapper” artifact. (Left) is a reference pose, (middle) upper arm is rotated 90◦ about
its axis, and on (right) upper arm is rotated 180◦ about its axis.

sequence of the Euler angles of the skeleton joints. The se-
quence of parameters can then be applied to each bone com-
ponent transformation matrix. We adjust the local matrices
in the beginning to reflect the initial pose of the motion cap-
ture data, and then refresh the angle deformation to produce
the different animation frames.

Figures 17 and 18 show animated poses using our rigid
skinning technique. We have applied our technique to all
types of joints of several models decomposed manually and
automatically in various ways. We have not encountered
any incompatible types of joints or solid models. This fact
experimentally establishes the versatility of our approach.

We also provide snapshots depicting a closer view of a
human knee mesh to demonstrate the robustness of the skin-
ning process (Figure 2). The visual results confirm that our
method is indeed free of all the unnatural rigid skinning
flaws modeling realistic skin motion without distortion ar-
tifacts. As compared to the method presented in Reference
[26], our method does not suffer from the flipping artifact
that occurs when we rotate in the area of 179 − 181◦.

A geometry shader is limited in the number of vertices it
may emit per invocation. The maximum number of vertices

Figure 18. Multiple part animation of the “Cow” model. Patched
parts are highlighted in yellow.

a geometry shader can possibly emit needs to be set as a
parameter of the object that contains the geometry shader.
The maximum value for any GPU can be estimated by divid-
ing the value of GEOMETRY VERTICES OUT EXT (set to
4096 bytes for the latest GPUs) by the vertex representation
size. Since we have used a vertex size of three bytes, each
patch can have at most around 1365 triangles.

Table 8. Volume variation of blending patch construction alternatives.
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Figure 19. Horse model with mocap data all from Reference [50] animated using our technique.

Figure 20. The dino model animated with human mocap data
from Reference [51].

Finally, to substantiate the versatility of our approach
we have applied our method to: (i) Mocap data in-
cluding joint hierarchy information derived for a horse
model [50]. The skeleton was then refined using our
techniques and rigid skinning was obtained for the mo-
cap data (see Figure 19). (ii) Mocap data for a hu-
man model along with the corresponding joint hierarchy
derived from Reference [51]. This was adapted to the
dino mesh, the mesh was decomposed, and the skeleton
was refined appropriately. The results are illustrated in
Figure 20.

8. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced a suite of techniques for robust skele-
tal animation of 3D characters. The contribution of this
work can be summarized in three directions. First we have
presented a method for producing refined skeletons appro-
priate for articulated character animation. To this end, we
have developed an improved local skeletonization method
which in conjunction with approximate refinement algo-
rithms increases the appropriateness and expressiveness of
the produced skeletons. Then, to avoid artifacts that oc-
cur in linear blend skinning and the associated sample
pose generation costs, we have developed a robust skinning
method that eliminates the potential shortcomings from
self-intersections, providing plausible character mesh de-

formations using blending patches around joints. Finally,
to achieve real-time performance, we have developed GPU
compatible software for all steps of our rigid skinning
method.

Considering completeness there are many subtasks that
could be examined regarding our improved principal axis
skeletonization technique. There is need for further investi-
gating in a more quantitative manner the grouping functions.
Furthermore, one could try replacing the angle-weighted al-
gorithm with an optimization approach which will compute
the principal axis orientation more accurately.

Also, since the geometry shader was not designed to han-
dle large-scale complex geometric operations, we could
benefit from splitting the geometry processing into mul-
tiple steps that could be carried out in parallel. A partial
solution for this problem would be the independent execu-
tion of the FBCP and RBCP on the GPU which would lead
to the triangulation process being divided into two smaller
independent subtasks that may be performed on a dual GPU
graphics card without any considerable merging overhead.

Finally, an interesting extension to our approach is to in-
troduce an automated placement of virtual bones in critical
parts of the model [52,33]. This would enable advanced ef-
fects such as muscle bulging being captured efficiently with
a slight time and space overhead.
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